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TRAINING

… every Christian has the right and the duty to teach, instruct, admonish, comfort,
and rebuke his neighbour with the word of God at every opportunity and whenever
necessary. For example, father and mother should do this for their children and
household; a brother, neighbour, citizen, or peasant for the other. Certainly one
Christian may instruct and admonish another ignorant or weak Christian…
— Martin Luther



Welcome to our
Resource Guide
It is indeed our ‘right’ and ‘duty’ as Christians—or perhaps
we could also say our privilege and joy—to share the
gospel with others by teaching them the word of God.
And that’s what Matthias Media’s publishing ministry
is all about: helping you to grow in your own Christian
understanding and the godly life that flows from it, as
well as helping you share the Bible with others so that
they experience the same growth—all to the glory of
God and the Lord Jesus.
This is our 29th year of pursuing this ministry, and so
these days our catalogue is packed full of incredibly
useful resources.
But why not also flick through the catalogue and use
the resources as inspiration for taking up new ministry
opportunities?
We hope and pray that this year is a really fruitful year of
ministry for all you who who receive this Resource Guide.

How to order
0330 22 33 423
	Perhaps the best way to find the
resources you need is to give us a
call and ask. Our experienced staff
know the resources, can give you
excellent advice and information,
and then take your order.

Bulk Orders
	To order bulk quantities of any titles,
please give us a call.

www.10ofthose.com
	There’s a search box at the top of
the website which you can use to
search for a resource by title or
author or keyword.

Like us on Facebook
facebook.com/10ofthose

Follow us on Twitter
twitter.com/10ofthose

Follow us on Instagram
instagram.com/10ofthose

Postage Rates

Tony Payne & Ian Carmichael,
Executive Directors
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Order Amount Postage Cost
Up to £25
£2.50
Over £25
FREE
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twowaystolive.com
Over the last few years, the range of resources based on
the Two Ways to Live gospel outline has grown. Here’s
a quick explanation of all the different evangelistic
resources in the range these days…

Two Ways to Live: The
choice we all face
(Pocket edition)

The best known of all
the 2WTL tracts, this is
the original pocket-sized
gospel outline.
£0.40

Booklet edition

Two Roads

Who Will be King?

This version of 2WTL has the
same content as the classic
pocket edition, but in a
larger, easier-to-read format.

This version is a simpler
adaptation by Kel Richards
of 2WTL, using the metaphor
of signposts on a journey.

£0.75

£0.40

This simplified version of
2WTL has been rewritten
and illustrated specifically
for children (aged roughly
7-11). Also available in
Spanish and Chinese.

Translations of Two Ways to Live

£0.75

Chinese

Chinese

Simplified

Traditional

Spanish

Japanese

French

£0.40

£0.40

£0.40

£0.40

£0.40
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Evangelistic tracts

What is Two Ways to Live?
Two Ways to Live is essentially a memorable summary of the Christian
gospel that has been used to share the gospel with many hundreds of
thousands of people over the years.
In six simple and logical stages, Two Ways to Live explains
and illustrates the saving work of Christ Jesus simply, clearly,
and in the vital context of the overarching biblical narrative
(you can see the presentation in full at twowaystolive.com).
Two Ways to Live is also the basis of an evangelism training
course (see page 43), evangelistic Bible studies (see pages 9-10),
and an evangelistic course called Introducing God (see page 37).

Gumtree Gully
Another adaptation of
2WTL by Kel Richards, this
time teaching the concepts
to children through an
animal fable. This small
book has delightful
illustrations in colour.

Two Ways to Live iOS app

£3.99

Old Testament
There are also
translations in Croatian,
German, Indonesian,
Polish, Portuguese, Thai
and Vietnamese online at
twowaystolive.com

This multimedia, multilingual* presentation is the same
clear, challenging outline of the Christian gospel we’ve
been producing for years. It can be ‘gifted’ to another user
as an electronic evangelistic tract (with explanatory text
or audio by Kel Richards), or installed on your own iPhone
or iPad to help you present the gospel to someone in
your own words. It has an option to download a free copy
of from within the app to iBooks or another eReader.
Available only through the App Store.
* English, Spanish, French, and Japanese
text. Audio is only in English.
For more information see:
www.matthiasmedia.com/2wtl-ios

£0.45
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Brief, attractive gospel explanations for a variety of audiences and occasions.

God’s Most Surprising
Name
£0.25

LARGE LEAFLET

If you were introducing God to a
friend, what name would you use
for him? One of the names God
uses to introduce himself to his
people is the name “Jealous” (Exod
34:14). This intriguing presentation
of the gospel explains why jealousy
is at the heart of who God is and
why he sends Jesus.

It’s Time to Come Home
£0.50

No Ordinary Hero
£0.25

LARGE LEAFLET

This evangelistic tract tells the gripping true story
of self-sacrifice of an ordinary bloke, and relates it to
the ancient story of Jesus' self-sacrifice to save. Along
the way, author Lee Carter points out that this Jesus
was no 'ordinary' bloke, no ordinary hero — skilfully
summarising the story of his life and death as recorded
in the Gospels, and then his life-changing resurrection
appearance to men like Saul (who becomes Paul).
Jesus is not just an ordinary hero, he's an extraordinary
saviour.
This gospel presentation will be useful for all sorts of
evangelistic opportunities, from Christmas services or
carols, to brief encounters with people on the bus or train.

16-PAGE SMALL BOOKLET

This 16-page evangelistic booklet
tells the warm and real story
of Andrew Mahaffey, who was
throwing his life away on alcohol
and drugs, but found forgiveness
with God. Andrew parallels his
own story with the parable of
the Prodigal Son (Luke 15), and
wonderfully communicates God’s
grace to us.

When Money Disappears
Overnight
£0.25

LARGE LEAFLET

Gordon Cheng reflects on the
Global Financial Crisis and Luke
12:13-21. Although we can lose
our wealth in an instant, there is a
greater crash coming for anyone
who dies unprepared to meet God.

Atheism is Definitely
Wrong
£0.25

LARGE LEAFLET

Paul Grimmond challenges
‘New Atheism’ and the objectivity
and rationality of people like
Richard Dawkins. He urges us to
instead take a look for ourselves at
the trustworthy person and words
of Jesus.
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Evangelistic tracts and booklets
The Other Jesus
£0.25

SMALL LEAFLET

A short and punchy leaflet that
pushes aside the two-dimensional
Jesus of popular culture and
introduces a startlingly different
Jesus—the Jesus found in the Bible.
Tony Payne opens up Matthew
7:21-23, and challenges readers to
investigate the real Jesus of history.

At a Time Like This
£1.50

20-PAGE COLOUR BOOKLET

This sensitively written booklet is
for anyone who is mourning the
loss of a loved one and searching
for answers. It shows how Jesus is
the one true expert on life, death
and meaning.

Can we Trust What the Gospels Say
About Jesus?
£2.50

Naughty or Nice
£0.25

SMALL LEAFLET

This engaging Christmas tract
explores the idea of God’s amazing
grace with a clever retelling of the
parable of the Prodigal Son.

32-PAGE COLOUR BOOKLET

Jesus is an amazing man; he changed human
history. But can you really know anything about
him? Hasn't the Bible been changed over the
centuries? Andrew Errington takes a careful
and balanced look at some of the big questions
surrounding the history of Jesus.
This immensely readable booklet is full of
evidence, challenges and surprising conclusions.
For example, did you know that the authors of the
Bible were biased, and that's precisely why you
should read them? Short enough to read quickly
but long enough to tackle the big questions, this
full-colour, 32-page booklet deals with:
•	the origins of the gospel stories
about Jesus;
•

how they got to us today;

•

evidence for Jesus from outside the Bible.

A Breathtaking Moment
£0.25

SMALL LEAFLET

This tract reflects on the
breathtaking moment in history
when the Creator entered our
world to bring us new life. It is ideal
for Christmas evangelism.

If you've ever wondered what the Bible actually is,
or why it's worth reading, then this is for you.

Chinese version also available.
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Evangelistic courses

Simply Christianity
Leader’s Manual £9.99

INTRODUCING GOD

meeting the God who loves us

Guest’s Manual £3.50

Simply Christianity is a simple, jargon-free way of sharing
the gospel in a friendly, small group environment. It is a
five-week evangelistic course for enquirers which surprises
and challenges participants with the unique story of Jesus
Christ, as told by Luke. Over the five sessions, guests read
right through Luke, tracing its main themes and discovering
for themselves the challenging teaching, life, death and
resurrection of Jesus. In rough outline, the five sessions are
as follows:
1. Jesus, Now and Then
An introductory session clarifying that Christianity is really
about responding to Jesus Christ (rather than being just
about ethics or ritual), and that we can find out about Jesus
reliably by reading the Gospel record of his life.
2. In the Presence of Greatness (Luke 1-9)
We often think of Jesus as meek and mild, but in Luke 1-9
we see his awesome power and authority to speak on God’s
behalf, to overcome evil, to heal and forgive and call people
to follow him. He is, in other words, the Christ—God’s mighty
worldwide ruler.
3. Search and Rescue (Luke 10-19)
It turns out that this mighty Messiah has not come to conquer
with his power, but to seek out the lost and save them.

The brand new edition of this evangelistic course makes it an
even more effective way of ‘introducing’ unchurched people
to God. Presented by Dominic Steele, this course consists of
7 sessions, and is ideal for running in existing home groups
(with members inviting friends) or in groups specifically set
up for guests. For more information about the course and
materials, visit: matthiasmedia.com.au/introducing-god.
Course DVDs (1 & 2)

£19.99

Training DVD

£9.99

Leader’s Guide

£7.99

4. Jesus’ Death (Luke 20-23)
As Jesus “drinks the cup” of God’s judgement on the cross, his
rescue mission reaches a climax. Through his death, access to
God is opened up.
5. Jesus, Here and Now (Luke 24)
This concluding session emphasizes Jesus’ resurrection as
the Christ, who now rules the world, and calls on people
everywhere to repent and seek forgiveness.
The course manual contains the session outlines and ‘Extra
Information’ for each session, as well as the entire Gospel of
Luke for easy reference.
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Evangelistic Bible studies
Tough Questions
Workbook £1.50

These simple one-to-one Bible studies
work through five episodes in the life
of Jesus (in Mark’s Gospel). They bring
people face to face with the tough
questions that Jesus asks of all of us.

GTK: Get to Know
In the Sight of God
Workbook £3.50

The aim of these studies is to get
couples thinking about marriage, as
well as providing an opportunity for
non-Christian couples to think about
where they stand with God as they
prepare for a ‘church wedding’.
When someone walks into your church as a newcomer, what
do you want them to know?

Investigating Christianity

Well, most of all you want them to know God as their Father
—if they don’t already—and Jesus Christ as their Saviour
and Lord, and the Holy Spirit as their advocate and guide.

£0.80

Four studies that take an interested
non-Christian through the Bible’s basic
teaching about God, man, Jesus Christ
and how to be right with God. Also
available in Chinese.

But you’d also want a newcomer to get to know you and
your congregation. You’d want them to meet some people
and get to know them; and you’d probably like them to get
to know what your church is really on about, what makes
you tick, and why this might be a spiritual family that they
will be glad to join.
And that’s where GTK can help. GTK: Get To Know is a simple
four-week program for newcomers. It has a very simple
format. Over coffee or a meal, participants get to know
some other newcomers as well as some of the regulars, do
a simple Bible study in each session that focuses on a key
aspect of the God who made us and redeems us through
Jesus, and get to know the fundamentals of church and
what you stand for (bouncing off the big central Bible truths
in the sessions), as well as the specifics of how you organize
things and what it means for them to join you.

The God Who Saves
£2.80

In these five foundational studies,
learn about how God saves us, why
God saves us and what we are saved
from. The studies avoid the religious
jargon that often causes confusion for
those from other church or religious
backgrounds.

We’ve worked hard to make GTK as widely and generally
useful for as many different churches as possible. But the
neat thing about GTK is that it’s fully customizable because
GTK is only available in digital form. There are no booklets
or manuals or DVDs to purchase. Just download the
Microsoft Word files, make whatever changes you think
necessary, print out the sheets, put them in a nice folder,
and you’re ready to go!

Two Ways to Live:
Bible study
£0.70

This one-hour Bible study is designed
to get people opening the Bible for
themselves to work through the
points of the Two Ways to Live gospel
outline. Combines short passages,
simple questions and explanatory text
to link it all together.

Purchase of the download includes a license to print and
use all of the material in a single site church.
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Evangelistic Bible studies
Here’s a
radical idea…
…what if we just invited
non-Christians to sit
down and read the Bible
with us and to learn its six
central ideas?

Surveys show many people in our community actually
have a high regard for the Bible and think that it
is interesting. However, they also find it difficult to
understand and so tend not to read it much, if at all.
What does this mean for the average Christian?
It means that when we ask our non-Christian friends
if they would like to read the Bible with us to try and
understand its central ideas, there is a very good
chance they will say “Yes.”
That’s where You, Me and the Bible comes into play.
You, Me and the Bible is designed to explore what
the Bible has to say on a range of ideas, including
God, the world, sin, people, life, death and everyday
living. (Do those topics sound familiar? You might just
recognise the six key ideas from our six Two Ways to
Live boxes).
The course is structured over six weeks. Each session
contains two short Bible passages along with some
discussion questions to kick off conversation. These
questions are meant to be used as a guide and to
help you talk about what the passage means, not
as a rigid set of tasks you must complete. To round
off each section, there’s also a short online summary
video you can watch.

£2.99

To see sample pages and
videos:
matthiasmedia.com.au/ymb

The Word One to One
The Word One to One is a resource that helps you walk through
John’s Gospel with your friends.
The resource is made to read one to one—whether in a coffee
shop, at home or in an office—anywhere really.
The booklets give you everything you need including the Bible
passage, questions, answers and side notes.
Each session takes a chunk of John’s Gospel and explains what
it means and how it affects our life. As you work through the
sessions, you’ll eventually cover the whole of John’s Gospel.
In all there are 38 studies in 11 booklets, and each study is
designed to take anywhere from 25-40 minutes.
On the left hand page is John’s Gospel in plain clear
English—broken up into manageable chunks, so that it isn’t
overwhelming. In the middle section are questions and
comments. All the answers are on the right hand side, meaning
your friend isn’t embarrassed if they don’t know the answer—
and so you can have confidence in explaining what the bible
passage means.
The questions are clear and easy to understand without being
too simple.

outreach
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From 10Publishing. See our website for stock availability.

In places there’s even extra information given, to help you and
your friend understand the historical context or the tricky bits.
Using The Word One to One is so simple anyone can do it, and
so important that everyone should try it!
Booklets are sold in packs. Each pack has two copies of each
booklet: one copy for you and one for your friend.
Pack 1: John 1-4 (3x2 booklets)

£7.99

Pack 2: John 5-10 (3x2 booklets)

£7.99

Pack 3: John 11-17 (3x2 booklets)

£7.99

Pack 4: John 18-21 (2x2 booklets)

£7.99

Complete set of all 4 packs* (22 books in total)

For more information and explanatory videos:

www.theword121.com
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Raising issues

Nothing in my Hand I Bring
122PP by Ray Galea

Islam in our Backyard
£8.99

Ray Galea was brought up in a devout
Maltese Australian Roman Catholic
home—a loving Catholic home in a
caring Catholic community. But as he
grew older he realized that, for him at
least, “being Catholic was more about
belonging than believing”. When he
read the Bible as an adult, he came to
know and love the Jesus that he met
in the gospels. His story will help you
raise gospel issues with Catholic friends, and highlight the
differences between Roman Catholics and Protestants.

If I Were God, I’d End all the Pain
74PP by John Dickson

134PP by Tony Payne
£7.99

An exceptional book—part novel,
part essay—which goes behind the
media stereotypes to examine the
beliefs and teachings of Islam, in their
essence and in their diversity, and
explains the origins of Islamic radical
groups like the Taliban.
More than this, it broaches the
big questions that Islam raises for
Western society: Who is God really? Is it possible to know?
Can Christianity and Islam both be right? Does ‘religious truth’
have any place in our public culture?

If I Were God, I’d Make Myself Clearer
£5.99

74PP by John Dickson
£8.99

John Dickson looks briefly at
alternative religious explanations for
suffering, and shows why the Bible’s
answer makes so much sense and
provides such comfort.

With so many religions on offer, can
any one of them be considered true?
This short and very engaging little
book addresses this classic apologetic
issue, and points the enquirer to
where the answer can be found.

Additional resources for raising issues
The following resources, found in the Growth
section of this Resource Guide, are also useful
for raising issues:
Sickness......................................................... 31
The Future of Jesus....................................13
The Hope Beyond Cure	���������������������������13
Born this Way...............................................29
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Evangelistic books
Naked God: The truth about God exposed
190PP by Martin Ayers

£6.99

Is there a God? And perhaps more to
the point: if there is a God, what real
difference will it make to my life?
These are the most basic and universal
of questions, and yet we don’t usually
take much time to think about them.
In Naked God, former lawyer Martin
Ayers provides an opportunity for
the reader to do just that: to ask the
awkward questions, to sift through the evidence, and to get to
the truth about God.

Making the Most of the Bible
72PP by John Chapman

£3.99

Have you ever heard people say
that they think very highly of Jesus
but don’t agree with some of the
teachings of the Bible?
In this typically clear and warmhearted book, John Chapman shows
that if we are to trust in Jesus we
must also trust in Jesus’ own view of
God’s word. He also explains how to
read and explore the Bible to get the
most from it.

Making the Most of the Rest of Your Life
57PP by John Chapman

The Bible teaches that all people
will die, and all will survive the
grave and live either with Christ
or without him in eternity. John
Chapman explores how we can
know if this is true, and, if so, how
to prepare for that eternity. This is
a warm-hearted, good-humoured
and challenging evangelistic book
for ‘seniors’. It explains how we can
know about life after death, what
the new creation will be like, and
whether we can be sure of being part of it.
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1.	Read the book first and pray for the person
you might be able to give it to.
2.	Work out what you will say when you give
it to them, and how you will say it. Don’t be
apologetic or hesitant—you are trying to help
them! Be warmly enthusiastic about the book
and why you think it is worth reading.
3.	When initiating a follow-up conversation, have
in mind some bridging questions that take you
from the book into a more general dialogue
about Christianity. For example: “Has the book
helped you identify any major questions you
have about Christianity?” or “If there were one
or two major hurdles you needed to overcome
before really embracing Christianity, what
would they be?”
4. Keep praying!

Making the Most of the Cross
£3.99

Book is in large print. DVD also available.

How to give away
an evangelistic book

57PP by John Chapman

£3.99

Every now and then, humanity
witnesses a history-changing event,
like the invention of the wheel or
the discovery of penicillin. But there
has been no other event like the
death and resurrection of Jesus
Christ. With characteristic candour
and humour, John Chapman
explains the meaning of this
history-shaping event.
Although written for the same older
readership as Making the Most of the Rest of Your Life, this is an
outstanding introduction to the cross for Christian or nonChristian, young or old.
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Evangelistic books
Hope Beyond Cure

The Essential Jesus

92PP by David McDonald

£8.99

£1.50

80PP 

“Two devastating
words left me feeling
hopeless and lost.
Tumour and incurable.”

Two very popular and
effective evangelistic
tools: Two Ways to Live: The
choice we all face and the
Gospel of Luke. What, we
thought, if we combined
the two?

So begins David
McDonald’s
desperate search
for hope through
the unflinching
gaze of his terminal
cancer diagnosis. His
dreams shattered,
his family distraught,
his body wracked by
chemotherapy and his
faith severely tested,
this Christian pastor
went back to the Bible
to find out for certain:
Is God there? Does he care? When there is no cure, does God
still offer hope?

That’s what The Essential
Jesus does. Most of its
80 pages are made up
of a fresh and accurate
translation of Luke’s
Gospel. But the text of
Luke is preceded by some
important background
information (‘Previously in the Bible’) that explains the biblical
context and Jewish expectations as Jesus walks on to centre
stage. This explanation is based on boxes 1 to 3 of Two Ways
to Live.
The text of Luke also includes numerous footnotes, helpfully
explaining to the modern reader some of the unfamiliar terms
and names that appear from time to time.
After Luke’s account of Jesus, a summary of the message is
presented using the Two Ways to Live framework, concepts
and illustrations, but linking back to the content of Luke.

The Future of Jesus

Simply Christianity:

124PP by Peter Jensen

A modern guide to the ancient faith

£8.99

Dr Peter
Jensen,
former
Anglican
Archbishop
of Sydney,
challenges
believers and
unbelievers
alike to think
again about
Jesus—to consider him as a historical
figure whose life, death and teachings
lie behind so much of our civilization,
and to whom many millions still
express allegiance.
An excellent evangelistic book for
more serious readers.

239PP by John Dickson

The True and Living God
205PP by Kim Hawtrey
£6.99

Many people
reject the
wrong version
of Christianity.
This book by
John Dickson,
based on
the popular
course of
the same
name (see
p. 8), presents readers with a clear
explanation of what real Christianity
is—it’s Jesus Christ himself, the
crucified Saviour and risen Lord. Also
contains the complete text of Luke’s
Gospel.
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Our society
has its
‘gods’—
money and
possessions,
career,
television,
sport, beauty
and family.
These modern
deities may
be perfectly good things in themselves,
but they assume the proportions of
‘gods’ by our devotion to them. In so
doing, they actually rob us of real life.
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Evangelistic books

For Catholic friends
Stepping Out in Faith: Former Catholics tell their stories
128PP edited by Mark Gilbert

£6.99

The 11 individuals who share their stories of Stepping Out in Faith could not be more different.
They are men and women from different generations and from around the world. But they have in
common the peace they have found in God through the gospel of Jesus Christ.

In every one of these situations God transformed people by his word in the Bible, replaced
lies with truth, and brought peace through the salvation that is only found in Jesus Christ.
This is a book with not one but 11 happy endings.

The Road Once Travelled
64PP by Mark Gilbert

Nothing in my Hand I Bring
£4.50

According to research done by the
Catholic Church, a large proportion
of Catholics are feeling confused,
bored, dissatisfied, disenchanted,
frustrated, and guilty.
Mark Gilbert was one of them. But God
intervened, and showed Mark that the
answer had never been far away from
him. And when he gave up his own
journey, and put his trust in the journey
that the Lord Jesus Christ had already
taken on his behalf, Mark’s life changed completely, for the better.
In The Road Once Travelled, Mark Gilbert invites those who
are on the same road as he was to look for and find the
same answer. It is a gentle, attractively presented, full-colour
booklet, which is an ideal evangelistic resource for giving
to practicing Catholics or those who have given up any
meaningful practice of their Catholic faith.

128PP by Ray Galea

£8.99

When Ray Galea submitted his life
to Christ, he had a problem on his
hands: Which church should he go to?
“I did not want to assume that just
because I was born a Catholic, this
was by definition the right choice. I
knew I could just as easily have been
born a Baptist or a Mormon. So I
spent the next six months reading
and talking to priests and ministers
to find out the differences between
Catholics and Protestants. How did each of their teachings
compare with the teaching of Jesus and the apostles?”
This book is a kind of retracing of Ray’s investigation, looking
at the key issues which continue to divide Protestants
and Catholics, and assessing them in light of the teaching
of Scripture. It’s a challenging and invaluable book for
Protestants and Catholics alike.

For youth
A Sneaking Suspicion
130PP by John Dickson

A Hell of a Life
£6.99

130PP by John Dickson

A book about the things that matter
to young people. Things like life,
death, relationships, sex, suffering,
meaning and God. As a teenager,
John Dickson had a sneaking
suspicion there was more to life than
what he was being told. When he
found out about Jesus, his suspicion
was confirmed. Teacher’s Manual and
Student Handbook also available.
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£6.99

Focuses on the radical life of Jesus,
showing why his action-packed life,
and his death and resurrection, are
relevant for everyone. A great book
to introduce people to the Jesus of
history—the Jesus of the Bible—
rather than the distorted image built
up in their minds from a variety of
misleading sources.
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Follow-up studies and books
Right Side Up:
Life as God meant it to be
215PP by Paul Grimmond

£8.99

“I set out to write a book for new Christians, to explain what it means to be a
Christian and what the lifelong adventure of following Jesus is like. But I soon
realized that what Jesus wants to say to a new Christian is really the same thing
he wants to keep saying to the seasoned saint: “Whoever loses his life for my
sake will find it”. My prayer is that this book will persuade you of the truth of
those words, and help you live like you believe them. It’s a book for the brand
new Christian that should challenge every believer—whether you’ve been
following Jesus for five minutes or fifty years.”
Paul Grimmond, Author

Just for Starters (also available in Chinese)
£1.50

SEE PREPARING JUST FOR STARTERS ON PAGE 37

Used by thousands of churches worldwide, Just for Starters
is regarded by many as the Bible study for follow-up
of new Christians. It’s designed to be used in a one-toone personal follow-up relationship, in which a mature
Christian disciples the new Christian using Just for Starters
as a framework.

For youth

The seven studies are: Saved by God, Trusting in God
(faith), Living God’s Way (repentance), Listening to God (the
Bible), Talking to God (prayer), Meeting with God’s Family
(church), Meeting the World (evangelism).

Christian Living for Starters (also available in Chinese)
£1.50

Christian Living for Starters continues where Just for
Starters leaves off, providing clarity and direction from the
Scriptures on what it means to live the Christian life. Same
format and style that you’ve come to love about Just for
Starters, just extended.
Topics include: Jesus’ Return, Living by Faith, Loving Like
Christ, Suffering, Generosity, and Living by the Spirit.

Hanging in There
122PP

£6.99

This book is the complete survival
guide for young Christians (aged 1320). Designed to help them better
understand their faith, it covers:
living with parents who aren’t
Back to Basics
Christians; the dilemma of doubts;
£3.99		
sex and stuff; the key to remaining
This set of seven Bible studies has the same basic content
a Christian; and living out your faith
as Just for Starters, but contains extra ideas, activities and
in your daily life. Like the author’s
content for small group use. It teaches new Christians (and
A Sneaking Suspicion, this book has
reminds older Christians) about basic biblical belief and
been used in enormous numbers
behaviour. It’s an engaging and effective set of studies for
in youth ministry over the past two
new Christians, or for helping longer-serving Christians to
decades.
brush up on the basics.
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Children’s resources and books
Developed over 15 years and tested in a wide range of churches, Teaching
Little Ones is a six-year syllabus of Sunday School lessons for children aged 2-8,
available on six CD-ROMs. On each CD-ROM there’s virtually
everything you’ll need for one year (that’s 40 weeks) of lessons
—including lesson plans, story scripts, action rhymes,
NO
prayers, activities and craft ideas. More information and
ONGOING
sample lessons: teachinglittleones.com
COSTS

First Steps

Promises

£39.99

£39.99

Very simple lessons for older children
in a church crèche, introducing simple
concepts about God and his relationship
to the child.

Explores the biblical themes of ‘promise’
and ‘fulfilment’. Includes lessons
about Abraham, the Israelites and the
Promised Land, and God’s promised
Son, Jesus.

Learning about God

Kingship

£39.99

£39.99

Simple lessons that help children grow
in their understanding about God, their
relationship with him, his book (the
Bible), and his Son, Jesus.

The biblical theme of ‘kingship’ is
explored through lessons on Saul, David
and Solomon. These lead into lessons
about Jesus—the King of kings.

Introducing the Bible

Salvation

£39.99

£39.99

Simple lessons giving an overview and
basic understanding of some of the key
people, themes and events of the Bible.

Lessons from the Old and New
Testaments about God’s salvation. This
salvation is ultimately found in Jesus,
the one to whom we must respond.

Just Nicholas
What do you tell kids about Santa?
The stories we often tell are focused on the receiving of presents and often
suggest that Santa gives only to those who are ‘good’ or ‘nice’. This beautifully told
and illustrated true story of Nicholas of Myra—the man who gave what he had
to help others—reminds us that God gives based not on what we deserve but on
his overflowing love for us.
A helpful parent resource section includes questions to
explore with your children as you read Just Nicholas and make
‘the man before Santa’ part of your
Christmas tradition.
View sample pages: matthiasmedia.com.au/just-nicholas
£4.99
28PP Author: Annie Kratzsch Illustrator: Tessa Janes
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Children’s books
The themes of all of these books correspond to some of the main themes in the First Steps and Learning About
God modules of the Teaching Little Ones syllabus (page 16).

Picture books…
Books for Little Ones is a series of
simple picture books written for the
1-4 age group. Along with beautiful
photos, each book provides ageappropriate teaching about God
and us, in a way that encourages
your child to take the first steps of
faith. Extensive tips and ideas are
also provided for parents both in
the books and online. For more
information see:
teachinglittleones.com/bflo

£1.75 each

16PP by Stephanie Carmichael

Stories…
These short storybooks teach important truths about God and are ideal for parents to read to children aged 3 to
6 (or for older children to read themselves). Parents may also benefit by seeing ways they can teach their children
about God in day-to-day family life. Notes for parents are included. Stephanie Carmichael’s simple words and Jessica
Green’s delightful illustrations bring these stories to life.

The Rag Doll

The Birthday Party

Over the Fence

Grumpy Day

Emily is given a beautiful
rag doll that her mother
has made for her. The story
focuses on how clever God is
to make us—our hands, our
feet, our eyes—and to make
us grow. So we can thank him.

It’s Ben’s birthday, but when
he falls out of his new wagon
and hurts himself, Emily has
to think of a way to make the
day special again. This story
is about families and looking
after one another, and about
the God who loves us all.

Luke wonders who is moving
in next door, but has to wait
to find out if there’s anyone
who might like to kick a ball
with him. The story teaches
about the God who made us
and who knows all about us.

Some days everything seems
to go wrong and everyone
feels grumpy. And sometimes,
not even a hug from Mum can
fix things up. This beautiful
story contains a wonderfully
clear message about the
disappointments of life and
the goodness of God.

£4.99 each
24PP by Stephanie Carmichael and Jessica Green
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Youth ministry

These short books get straight to the point on the topics
that Christians always have questions about. Not too
big, not too fancy, and not at all boring. LBBs are ideal
for young Christians (ages 14-20+), but speak biblical
truths applicable to any age range.
By Scott Petty, who worked as a youth minister
for many years
£2.99

Science and God

The Bible

The Holy Spirit

The Bible is big, but fear not! This
Little Black Book will answer your
questions about who wrote it,
what it’s about and whether we
have to obey all the rules in it.

Hang around a few Christians for a
bit and you’ll realise there’s lots of
potential for confusion and conflict
about the Holy Spirit. Avoiding
the topic won’t help, so this book
explores what the Bible says.

Suffering and Evil

Sex

Jesus

Dating. Sex. Homosexuality.
Porn. What’s the deal?

18

Do we have to choose between
believing in science and
believing in God? Has science
disproved God? Scott Petty
doesn’t think so, and he gives
straight answers.

What’s Life all
About?

One big question, one little
book. What are we supposed to
do between being a baby and
being dead?

u

Why we can trust what Jesus says
about eternal life, what Jesus
actually says about it, and what
Jesus will do to bring it about.

Predestination

Predestination is a tricky
topic. How is God in control of
everything, if humans still sin
against him? So so tricky.

growth

Life After Death
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Don’t get stuck wondering where
God is when bad stuff happens.

Who Jesus is, what he
came to do, and what he
wants for us.
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Personal Bible reading
The Daily Reading Bible

Volumes 1–20
The Daily Reading Bible is
designed to help you feed
regularly on God’s word and
meet with him in prayer,
wherever and whenever you
have 15-20 minutes of peace
and quiet to yourself.

Volume 1

Volume 2

Volume 3

Volume 4

Matthew 5-6
Joshua
1 Corinthians 1-4

1 Corinthians 5-7
Malachi
The Trinitarian God

Genesis 1-11
Matthew 8-16
2 Thessalonians
Nehemiah
Hebrews 1-7
Hebrews 8-13
Jesus, the Coming One

Each volume contains around
60 ESV Bible readings together
with a set of questions to get you
thinking. Plus there are points to
ponder and suggestions for prayer,
so it’s an all-in-one resource.

Volume 5
James
The Atonement
Genesis 12-35

Though it’s no substitute for
in-depth study of Scripture,
it is a practical way of getting
into the daily habit of reading
and reflecting on God’s word
and praying.
Volume 6

Volume 7

Volume 8

Volume 9

Volume 10

Ephesians
Lamentations
Proverbs

1 Peter
Zechariah
Revelation 1-3
Present Suffering

John 1-12
Hosea
Words

John 13-21
Isaiah 1-12
Philippians

1 Timothy
Exodus 1-18
The Christian
Calling

Volume 11

Volume 12

Volume 13

Volume 14

Volume 15

2 Peter
Genesis 36-50
Ecclesiastes
God’s Image

Elijah
Matthew 1-4
1 Thessalonians

Luke 1-6
Amos
2 Corinthians

Luke 7-9
Micah
Galatians

Luke 9-15
Jonah
2 Timothy

XV app

XV: the Bible in 15
15 stages, 15 minutes per day.
The XV app (for iOS) helps you
do two things: zoom out and
see the magnificence of the ‘big
picture’ of the Bible’s story, and
then zoom in to focus on the lifechanging detail.

Volume 16

Volume 17

Volume 18

Volume 19

Luke 16-19
Job 1-26
1 Corinthians 8-16

Luke 19-24
Job 27-42
Church

Acts 1-9
Numbers
Colossians

Titus
Judges
Isaiah 13-27
Practical Christian
Ten Commandments Living
Daniel

Volume 20

All of this is something you can do
in short chunks each day—spend
15 minutes a day for 15 days to get
an overview of the whole Bible,
then 15 minutes a day to zoom in
to the treasures of God’s word.
www.matthiasmedia.com/
bibleoverview/app/
bible-overview/

All DRB titles: £3.50
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Small group material
Our two main series of expository
and topical Bible studies designed for
home groups…

Jesus Through Old
Testament Eyes
£3.50

Our world today overflows with
ideas and misunderstandings about
Jesus. Who was he, really? What
did he think about himself? How
can we get at the truth about him
today, 2000 years later? Amid the
enormous diversity of views on
offer, is there any way to really grasp

Interact with the Bible. Interact with each
other. Interact with God.
We often describe Interactive Bible Studies as
like taking a guided tour through an old city. You
get to see the highlights, learn some background
information and get given directions on what to
explore next in your own time.
They’re studies designed to stimulate interaction
with the Bible, with each other, and with your
current thoughts and attitudes. And also with God
as you talk to him about it all. Written by renowned
and gifted bible teachers, Interactive Bible studies
are halfway between a sermon and a set of study
questions. While they provide excellent biblical input
and direction; they also leave you to do much of the
exploration.

8 studies

the truth about Jesus?
In this series of eight studies, Matthew Jensen answers these
crucial questions by guiding us through several key Bible
passages, showing that amid the competing opinions, there
is a way forward: seeing Jesus as he saw himself, through the
‘glasses’ of the Old Testament Scriptures.

Not everyone has a secondary or tertiary education.
Not everyone grew up speaking English. Not
everyone has been developing their Bible reading
skills for years. This is the thinking behind our range
of Pathway Bible Guides. They are studies which
are short and straightforward, and which use an
uncomplicated vocabulary. Yet at the same time they
are also studies that do justice to the passages being
studied and model good Bible-reading principles.
• for Christians new to studying the Bible
• 	for people who want simple studies without
being simplistic

Beginning with God
Genesis 1–12
£3.50

8 studies

These simple studies look at the
opening chapters of the Bible, and the
beginning of everything—of creation, of
humanity, of sin, and of God’s amazing
plan to rescue us through Jesus.

Getting to Know God
Exodus 1–20
£3.50

8 studies

In Exodus 1-20 we meet the true and
living God who makes and keeps
promises, judges, saves and triumphs,
who provides for his people and teaches
them his holy ways.

• for people where English is not their first
language
• studies that model good Bible-reading principles
• 	studies that unearth the profound life-changing
truths contained in the Bible.
Also, don’t forget our Six Steps series (see pages
38-39), which provides a tremendous mix of
Bible study and practical training in key areas of
ministry. These DVD-based programs are ideal for
home groups too.
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One Life Under God
Deuteronomy
£3.50

8 studies

Deuteronomy is possibly the longest
sermon ever given. But as Moses exhorts
Israel to live faithfully, we discover rich and
practical insights about what God is like,
what it means to live his way, the nature of
worship, and God’s view on leadership.
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Pathway Bible Guides
For Our Sins

Alive with Christ

The Cross
£3.50

The Resurrection
8 studies

£3.50

8 studies

Death, it seems, is always tragic. It
mars everything in our world. Yet
for Christians, the death of Jesus is
remembered not as a disaster, but as
the central event of their faith—indeed,
as the central event in all history.

How do we know Jesus rose from the
dead? What does the earliest evidence
say about these claims? What does the
resurrection tell us about Jesus’ identity,
and how should it shape our lives today?

Seeing Things God’s Way

Peace with God

Daniel
£3.50

Romans
8 studies

£3.50

9 studies

Like Daniel and his friends, captive in
Babylon, Christians live as strangers
and exiles in this world. In the book
of Daniel, we find rich teaching and
encouragement to keep seeing things
God’s way.

In his letter to the Romans, Paul shows
us that there is only one way back to
peace, and that is through trusting in
the work of Jesus.

The Art of Living

Church Matters

Proverbs
£3.50

1 Corinthians 1–7
8 studies

£3.50

8 studies

How should I live my life? This is a
question that preoccupies many of us as
we go about our daily business. But when
it comes to the art of living, the book of
Proverbs is the best place to start because
its wisdom is no less than God’s wisdom.

It doesn’t really matter what we think
about church; what really matters is
what God thinks about church. This
study explores the different ‘church
matters’ the apostle Paul raises with his
gifted, feisty, divided friends at Corinth.

Fear and Freedom

He is Our Peace

Matthew 8-12

Ephesians

£3.50

8 studies

£3.50

10 studies

Jesus is revealed as a man of authority
and compassion—yet not just a man,
for he speaks and acts with the power of
God. Follow Jesus from fear to freedom.

Well-known preacher and author David
Jackman is our wise and helpful guide
through Paul’s majestic letter to the
Ephesians—showing us the gospel
underpinning to God’s big plan to “unite
all things in Christ”.

Following Jesus

Standing Firm
1 Thessalonians

Luke 9–12
£3.50

£3.50

7 studies

Join Jesus on the road to Jerusalem and
learn what following him really means.
It means saying ‘no’ to ourselves and ‘yes’
to Jesus as Lord and King.
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8 studies

Standing firm means sticking with
Jesus and the message of hope and
salvation that comes through the cross.
Like the Thessalonians, be challenged
to stand firm in the gospel while being
thoroughly changed by it.
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Ideal for HOME GROUPS
Old Testament

Old Testament
Overview
Take a whirlwind tour of
the whole OT and fit all the
pieces together. 8 studies.

Genesis 1–11

Exodus 1-18

Exodus 19-40

Deuteronomy

Unwrap the significance
of the big opening events
in the Bible. 9 studies.

The extraordinary story of
God’s rescue of Israel and
how this story points to
Christ. 8 studies.

Lays the foundation
of God’s relationship
with Israel, and with all
humanity through Jesus
Christ. 7 studies.

Come to grips with the
awesome God who keeps
his promises. 8 studies.

£3.50

£3.50

£3.50

£3.50

£3.50

NEW

Joshua

Judges

Ruth

1 Samuel

Nehemiah

Timeless truths about God
and his loving provision
for his people. 6 studies.

A guide through the
turbulent history of
the judges and its
significance. 10 studies.

Discover how God uses
Ruth in his plan to save his
people. 4 studies.

The story of kingship in
Israel leads us to God’s
true king. 9 studies.

One leader’s experience of
restoring holy living among
God’s people. 7 studies.

£3.50

£3.50

£3.50

£3.50
£3.50

Job

Proverbs (vol 1)

Proverbs (vol 2)

Ecclesiastes

Isaiah

Examine the heart of Job
and what it teaches us
about life. 6 studies.

Learn about the wise and
foolish life, the ‘fear’ of God,
and how the Proverbs
relate to Jesus. 7 studies.

Work through some of
the themes of chapters
10-31, including work,
wealth, marriage, children,
friendship and the power
of words. 8 studies.
£3.50

Challenges us to live with
hope and faith in a world
obsessed with pleasure.
9 studies.

Understand the message
of this key Old Testament
prophet. 9 studies.

£3.50
£3.50
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Interactive Bible Studies

NEW
Daniel

Obadiah/Malachi

Jonah

Habakkuk

Zechariah

Vivid imagery and stories
teach us much about the
King of kings. 9 studies.

Learn what these
prophets reveal about the
unchanging character of
God. 6 studies.

Follow Jonah’s journey to
Nineveh and hear what
God teaches him. 6 studies.

God’s prophet shows us
how to relate to God in
hard times. 5 studies.

Zechariah’s prophecy of the
coming ‘day of the Lord’ will
help you grasp the mission
of the Lord Jesus. 8 studies.

£3.50

£3.50

£3.50
£3.50

£3.50

New Testament

Matthew 5:1-12

Mark

Acts

Romans 1–5

Romans 6-11

Unlock the meaning of
some of the most famous
words of Jesus. 9 studies.

Investigate “the gospel of
Jesus Christ, the Son of
God”. 10 studies.

Explore the explosion of
the gospel into the world.
10 studies.

God shows us his justice
and mercy in putting us
right with him through the
death of Christ. 8 studies.

The glorious gift of God
through the gospel: we are
heirs of his kingdom and coheirs with his Son. 8 studies.

£3.50

£3.50

£3.50
£3.50

£3.50

Romans 12-16

Galatians

Ephesians

Philippians

Colossians

Spells out the practical
implications of God’s
amazing free gift of life
and sonship in the gospel.
7 studies.

Paul helps us understand
our true freedom in Christ.
8 studies.

Discover God’s great
purposes for us, and how
we are to walk in them.
8 studies.

How can Paul say that “to
live is Christ and to die is
gain”? 8 studies.

What should we expect
the Christian life to be
like? 8 studies.

£3.50

£3.50

£3.50

£3.50
£3.50
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First study downloadable FREE!!!

1 Timothy

2 Timothy

Titus

Hebrews

James

How should we live and
relate together as God’s
holy household? 9 studies.

Encouragement to
persevere as a Christian in
this world. 6 studies.

How can we live a life that
is pleasing to God? Titus
gives us clear answers.
6 studies.

Strong encouragement to
remain faithful and keep
our confidence in Jesus.
10 studies.

Practical advice about
real life, including joy,
suffering, and use of the
tongue. 8 studies.

£3.50

£3.50
£3.50

£3.50

£3.50

Topical studies

1 Peter

2 Peter

Revelation

Singing in church

Unpack some glorious
teaching about our
salvation in Christ. 10
studies.

What (or who) do you
need to know? 2 Peter
sets out clear answers.
6 studies.

Charts a clear, lifechanging course through
this fascinating book.
9 studies.

What does God have
to say to us about our
singing? 6 studies.

£3.50

£3.50

£3.50

Proclaiming the
Risen Lord (Luke 24Acts 2)
After the resurrection, a
call to mission. 6 studies.

£3.50

£3.50

Doctrine

Money

Prayer

Woman of God

Explore the great biblical
themes at the heart of Christian
belief. 10 studies.

Understanding the Bible’s
attitude to money is a key topic
for Christians to grapple with.
5 studies.

Biblical sense about the why
and how of prayer. 6 studies.

What does the Bible say about
being a woman? 8 studies.

£3.50

£3.50

£3.50
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Insight multimedia studies

From Sinner
to Saint

IDEAL FOR

HOME
GROUPS

A video-based Bible study on holiness
DVD
Participant’s Workbook

£16.99
£3.50

Over the five studies in From Sinner to Saint you will explore
what holiness is, how it is possible, and how God is going to
bring it about in your life. You will be challenged to persevere
on the path to holiness, and warned of the distractions you
may encounter along the way. Finally, you’ll be encouraged by
the grandeur of God’s plan for you in his new creation.
The workbook gives you the road map for each study,
with Bible passages to investigate and questions to think
through. Each participant needs a copy of the workbook. The
accompanying DVD gives you extra input from well-known
Bible teacher John Chapman, and will help you tie together
the various strands of the Bible’s teaching.

Where to, Lord?

A video-based Bible study on guidance
DVD

£16.99

Participant’s Workbook

£3.50

What does God want me to do with my life? Where does he
want me to work? Who does he want me to marry? How can I
know God’s will? How do I hear his voice?
These six studies on guidance will help small groups plot a
course through these difficult issues. The workbook provides
a roadmap for each study, with Bible passages to investigate
and questions to think through. The DVD, which accompanies
these studies, gives extra input and helps tie together the
various strands of the Bible’s teaching.
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Multimedia & other studies

The Bible Overview
The Bible Overview is a course that takes people through the story of the
whole Bible in 15 stages—from Creation to New Creation—showing
how God’s kingdom is foreshadowed in the Old Testament and then
gloriously fulfilled in Jesus. It also shows how this overall knowledge of
the Bible’s story can help us in reading every part of the Bible.

Other studies

Using the various options on the Leader’s Resource DVD-ROM, along with the
Participant’s Booklet, The Bible Overview can be used as the basis for four different
presentations: (i) a general presentation of the story of the whole Bible;
(ii) a more detailed Old Testament presentation; (iii) a more detailed New
Testament presentation; and (iv) a ‘How to Read the Bible’ presentation.
•

The Leader’s Resource DVD-ROM contains a copy of the Leader’s Manual
(PDF); slides for the four Bible Overview presentations in various formats
(PowerPoint, Keynote, PDF and Quicktime); blank template slides that
allow you to customize the presentation; and cards you can print out
and use instead of slides.

•

T he Participant’s Booklet contains illustrations, summaries and Bible
verses for each of the 15 stages to help participants follow along
during the course, and to give them a helpful summary of the course
for future reference.

The Man Who Makes
a Difference
by Tony Payne

£3.50

What should a man be and do?
What should define him? What
should be the goal of his life? What
does it mean to be a Christian
man; a Christian brother, husband,
father, worker? This vital set of
studies looks at Paul’s letter to the
Ephesians and shows Christian
men how they should live in a
complex world.
7 studies.

Leader’s Resource (DVD-ROM) 
Participant’s Booklet 

£15.99
£3.50

The Man Who
Makes a Difference:
Leader’s notes
£4.50

Helpful notes for those with the
responsibility of leading a group
of men through the studies.
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Guidebooks for Life
For more in the Guidebooks for Life series, see p. 36
One Forever

Raised Forever

96PP by Rory Shiner

£5.99

When the New Testament describes
what it means to be a Christian, it
uses a phrase that is everywhere in
Paul’s letters but almost nowhere in
our churches. Overwhelmingly, when
the Bible wants to describe being a
Christian, it says that we are in Christ.
But what does it mean to be in Christ?
And how does this important biblical
idea help us understand what God has done for us through
Jesus, and what it means to be a Christian?

There are lots of books about Jesus’
resurrection—and most of them are
answering the ‘did it really happen?’
question. Although that’s a key
question, this book goes further and
explores what happened to Jesus,
what will happen to us, and how those
two things connect. It shows from
the Bible how Jesus’ resurrection has
a profound effect on our past, our
present and our future.

£6.99

90PP by John Chapman

Do you sometimes feel discouraged
by all the seemingly smart, sensible,
normal people around you who reject
the truth of Christianity? Does it lead
you to doubt the claims of Christ?

Guidance and the Voice of God

John Chapman explores what the Bible
has to say about holiness—where it
begins, how it makes progress in our
lives, and its ultimate fulfilment as we
are changed into Christ’s likeness on the
Last Day.

Prayer and the Voice of God
£7.99

200PP by Phillip Jensen, Tony Payne

How do I know what God wants me to
do? Guidance and the Voice of God charts
a way through many confusing issues,
and shows how God is still speaking
loud and clear through his Son. The
included case studies on work, marriage
and church will help readers to apply
the biblical principles.

Defending the Gospel
140PP by Kel Richards

£7.99

Prayer doesn’t have to be a mystery or
a burden. In this Guidebook for Life,
Phillip Jensen and Tony Payne open
up what God himself says to us in the
Scriptures about prayer, including what
prayer really is, why we should do it and
why we often don’t.

Encouragement: How Words Change Lives
£7.99

137PP by Gordon Cheng

It can happen to anyone, anywhere—
that moment when a friend makes a
comment about your Christian faith and
you suddenly realize you haven’t the
faintest idea what to say in response.

£7.99

Encouragement is not only central to
our church life, but also belongs to one
of the most powerful themes in the
whole of Scripture: the power of God’s
word to change lives. With humour,
insight and practical wisdom, Gordon
Cheng shows us what encouragement
is, how it works and how all of us can get
involved.

Broadcaster and Christian evangelist
Kel Richards shares his ability to answer
basic questions.

10ofthose.com | 0330 2233423 (lo-call) |

£5.99

What is holiness? Why do I need it?
And why is it such a struggle for me to
achieve in my everyday life?

In this honest and refreshing take on the
doubts we all experience, Martin Ayers
takes us back to what the Bible itself
says about faith and doubt.

173PP by Phillip Jensen, Tony Payne

£8.99

A Sinner’s Guide to Holiness

Keep the Faith: Shift your thinking on doubt
144PP by Martin Ayers

156PP by Rory Shiner
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Brief Books
Brief Books are easy-to-digest books of around
50-80 pages. They are an ideal length for people
who don’t think of themselves as ‘readers’.

Can We Talk About Islam?
54PP by Tony Payne

£3.49

In this short book, Tony Payne argues
that there is an honest and constructive
way to talk together about Islam. It
begins with a better understanding not
only of Islam, but also of the modern
secular worldview that makes talking
about any sort of faith so difficult.

NEW
f you’ve been a churchgoer for more than just a few

I

Sundays, walking into church probably doesn’t seem

like it deserves its own ‘how to’ manual. Right? In fact,
it most likely seems like a pretty straightforward and

Theweekly
Bookactivity.
of Books
trivial

Butbythings
are rarely as simple as they seem, and
70PP
Geoff Robson
how you walk into church reveals a great deal about

£3.49

Geoff Robson presents a strong case for
what you think church is, what it’s for, and what you
why the Bible is worth reading and he
think you’re doing there.
provides a really useful overview of what
In How to Walk into Church, Tony Payne helps us
the Bible is about, tips for how to start
think biblically about church. Along with giving plenty
(including a helpful reading plan), and
of other practical advice, he suggests a way to walk into
answers to a host of common questions.

B R I E F

B O O K S

HOW TO
WALK INTO
CHURCH
…because books don’t have to be
long to have an eternal impact.

How to Walk into Church
64PP by Tony Payne

£3.49

In How to Walk into Church, Tony Payne
helps everyday Christians think biblically
about what church is, why we go, and
what we do when we get there. Essential
reading for everyone who walks into
church.

TO N Y PAYNE

church that beautifully expresses what church is and
NEW

why you’re there—a way that every Christian can master.
If you go to church, this Brief Book is for you.

God of Word
58PP by John Woodhouse

£3.49

How does God reveal himself today?
Does he speak in ways other than the
Bible? What is the link between his Word
and Spirit? Where do emotions fit in?
Am I missing out on a vital dimension of
the Christian experience by focusing on
the Word?

NEW
Gospel Speech

HTWIC-2015-cov-ART.indd All Pages

70PP by Lionel Windsor

A refreshingly different look at what the
Bible has to say about evangelism and
our day-to-day speech. Lionel Windsor
shows the strong connection between
faith and speech. This book gives warm
encouragement to confess the Lordship
of Jesus with our lips.

NEW

growth

£3.49
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Fearing God
60PP by David Mears 

£3.49

In this short book, David Mears takes
us back to the Bible to look again at the
fear of God—and more than that, to
take delight in it and discover why the
fear of the Lord really is “the beginning
of wisdom”.

How to Walk into Church
64PP by Tony Payne

10ofthose.com | 0330 2233423 (lo-call) |
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£3.49

Broughton Knox provides a clear and
encouraging explanation of the Bible’s
teaching on predestination. He will
help you make sense of a topic that
just about every Christian struggles to
understand—let alone explain to others.
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Other Christian living books

We want to serve you with books that will help you grow in your convictions and
character as a disciple-making disciple of the Lord Jesus. These are not books for the ‘professional Christian’—
these are books written to help every disciple to grow.

Then Sings My Soul
156PP by Philip Percival 

£8.99

Here is deep biblical reflection on the theology of worship and singing, clearly expressed and
practically applied to congregational life. – Vaughan Roberts
In Then Sings My Soul, Philip Percival takes us to the Bible to rediscover what it is that God has
revealed about singing for his people, and encourages us to recapture the fullness of his design.
He also provides plenty of practical advice about leading music in your church.
Whether you are a pastor, a musician or just someone who takes music seriously, this book will
equip you to reignite a passion for singing together in response to God’s amazing redemption
of his people.

NEW

Time to Go
200PP by Simon Flinders 

£1.99

People leave churches all the time. They may do so gradually or suddenly, they may do so
thoughtfully or on a whim, and they may do so with godliness or with great unholiness; but the
reality is that people do leave. And it has a considerable impact on the Christian communities of
which we’re a part. Yet despite this, it’s not something many of us think about very often.
In this short booklet Simon Flinders takes a look at what church is, why you’d leave (and
why you wouldn’t), and how to leave well—the aim being to think God’s thoughts after him,
hopefully well in advance of any decision you might be contemplating, and with a little
bit of objective distance from the frustration and confusion and emotional turmoil often
associated with the act of leaving a church.

Born This Way
140PP by Steve Morrison

Healed at Last
£8.99

Born This Way dares to tackle some of
society’s taboo questions: What does
science really say about homosexuality?
Do science and the Bible actually
disagree? What does God say to the
homosexual and to the homophobe?
Is genuine discussion possible with
tolerance and grace?

10ofthose.com | 0330 2233423 (lo-call) |

NEW

200PP by Scott Blackwell

£8.99

Many today make strong claims
about God’s promise to heal all our
physical illnesses. What are we to make
of these claims? Scott Blackwell is
clear, thorough and compelling in his
presentation of the Bible’s teaching and
his own personal story. He offers truth,
hope and encouragement for everyone
who longs to be healed.
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Other Christian living books
Do You Feel Called by God?

The Thing Is

152PP by Michael Bennett	

128PP by Tony Payne

£8.99

When Michael Bennett took the first
steps towards ordained Christian
ministry, he dreaded being asked
whether he ‘felt called’. Because
actually, he didn’t.
Many years later, and after extensive
biblical research, he came to the
conclusion that the need to feel
a subjective call from God before
entering the ministry is misguided and unbiblical.

“The thing is…” That’s what we say when
we are at last getting to the point. The
bushes have been beaten around, the
chase has been cut to, and we are finally
getting to the thing we’ve been avoiding
but that now needs to be spoken.
What is that thing for you? What is the
thing that makes sense of your life but that you don’t often
talk about? What is the point of it all, the purpose, the real
reason you get out of bed in the morning?

This book provides an encouraging challenge not only to
those considering full-time ministry, but also to all Christians
who want to hear and respond to the call of God.

God’s Good Design
248PP by Claire Smith

Nothing in my Hand I Bring
120PP by Ray Galea £8.99

The differences between Roman
Catholicism and Protestantism are very
important for Christians to come to
grips with. Not only does Ray Galea’s
book give you the facts you need to
know, but it provides an excellent
insight into how to gently explain the
significance of the differences to your Catholic friends.

Living with the Underworld
160PP by Peter Bolt

£8.99

You: an introduction

Fatherhood: what it is and
what it’s for

149PP by Michael Jensen £8.99

It’s never been more complicated—or
more confusing—to be a human,
and it’s never been harder to answer
the question of who You are. But in
You: An introduction, Michael Jensen
sets about doing just that. In his
exploration we soon discover that
the question of who we are is essentially bound up with the
question of who Jesus is.

u
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£7.99

Peter Bolt takes readers on a breath
taking journey through the spiritual
underworld revealed in the pages of
Scripture, and shows how Jesus came
to reveal its true nature, neutralize its
power, and liberate us to live without
fear.

Michael Raiter surveys contemporary
spiritualities, and addresses a range of
important questions for Christians: What
is true spirituality? If we were to meet a
‘truly spiritual’ person, what would they
look like? How do we respond biblically
to our longing for spiritual intimacy?

growth

£11.99

This important new book is not focused
on arguing one side or the other of
an issue like women’s ordination or
women’s ministry or the best model for
modern marriages. Whilst addressed,
these matters are not the main focus.
Claire Smith’s main focus is the Bible
passages that should determine these issues. It is a text-bytext, verse-by-verse, and sometimes word-by-word look at
texts many of us have put in the ‘too hard basket’ or made up
our minds about years ago and not revisited since.

Stirrings of the Soul
255PP by Michael Raiter

£8.99

177PP by Tony Payne £8.99
3HRS 46MINS UNABRIDGED £8.50

What does it really mean to be a father?
What should you try to achieve? And
how can you do a better job? Join Tony
Payne as he looks at what the Bible has
to say about this role. It will change the
way you think about fatherhood for the better.
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Other Christian living books
God is Enough
172PP by Ray Galea

£8.99

By God’s Word
volumes 1 and 2

“What are your disappointments in
life? Perhaps, like me, you have unmet
superficial desires—perhaps it is
achieving that certain position in the
company, or getting that high mark
in a significant exam. Or maybe you
are scarred by grief so profound that
you can hardly talk about it. Or perhaps you’re not so much
disappointed as unmotivated; you have allowed the good and
the not so good to hijack the best, and the passionate days of
your early Christian life seem so long ago. Whatever the case
may be, the issue is the same for all of us: is God enough?”

by Phillip Jensen

£9.99 each

One Flesh
155PP by Amelia and Greg Clarke

£8.99

A friendly, enjoyable and highly
informative introduction to sex in
marriage. In a clear fashion, Amelia and
Greg Clarke explain the Bible’s teaching
on sex, the practicalities of a sexual
relationship, and the kinds of problems
which emerge commonly for couples.

Each week for the last few years, internationally
renowned preacher and evangelist Phillip Jensen
has written a short, encouraging essay for the
congregations he serves about living in God’s world,
from the perspective of God’s word.

What Some of You Were
172PP edited by Christopher Keane

£7.99

Twelve true life accounts concerning
Christians and homosexuality which
are anything but ‘gay’. A recommended
resource for all Christians, not just those
struggling with same-sex attraction.
Includes useful appendices on the
cultural, medical and biblical issues, and
a discussion guide.

Sickness
22PP by JC Ryle

By God’s Word is a collection of 60 of the best of
these short essays or reflections, which offer warm
encouragement to live by God’s word in every aspect
of our lives: from prayer to politics, from forgiveness
to fatherhood, and from drought to democracy. Each
essay is also followed by a Bible passage for further
thought and reflection.

Beyond Greed
£2.50

What do you say after “get well soon”?
How do you approach this difficult and
sensitive topic? In this short booklet,
the 19th-century Bishop of Liverpool
gives us sound biblical wisdom on this
universal human condition. A useful
resource for ministers and carers to give
to people struggling with illness, and a powerful reminder of
our mortality and God’s sovereignty.

10ofthose.com | 0330 2233423 (lo-call) |

By God’s word the world was made. By God’s word it
is sustained moment by moment. And by God’s word
we can know God through Jesus Christ, and live each
day to please him.

174PP by Brian Rosner £8.99

Greed is not the most fashionable
concept these days. This mustread book is packed with biblical
encouragement towards a life beyond
greed and materialism. You’ll find tips
on living a life of generosity rather
than luxury, contentment rather than
comparison. And you’ll discover how Jesus taught us not to be
rich in this world, but to be rich in the next.
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Christian conviction books
In Light of the Son
158PP by Andrew Moody 

NEW

£8.99

Andrew Moody explains how reading
the Bible through the lens of the
relationship between the Father and
Son reveals new truths and sheds
light on who we are, who God is, and
how we are to love and glorify him.
Quite simply, how you think about
the Father and the Son changes
everything.

526PP by Megan Best 

Let the Word Do the Work

Pure Sex

214PP Edited by Peter Bolt 

£6.99

Let the Word Do the Work contains
essays in honour of Phillip Jensen
by over 20 authors, including Don
Carson, Paul House, William Taylor,
Kent Hughes, Tony Payne, Mark
Thompson, and Peter Jensen. The
essays reflect on the centrality of the
word of God to ministry as well as on
Phillip’s extraordinary ministry over
four decades.

NEW

Fearfully and
Wonderfully Made
£22.99

In response to many requests from
Christians, this comprehensive
manual by Dr Megan Best provides
the biblical wisdom and up-to-date
medical understanding required to
think clearly and biblically about the
morality of reproductive technology:
contraception, IVF, genetic screening,
and much more.

134PP by Tony Payne & Phillip Jensen £8.99

T he sexual revolution of the 1960s
and 70s promised liberation and
fulfilment. It delivered neither. More
than 30 years on, we find ourselves
not in a sexual utopia but in a sexual
war zone, with broken relationships,
hurt, guilt and confusion on all sides.
This perceptive book looks at how we
got to the sexual revolution, and why
it failed.

D. Broughton Knox: Selected Works
The How and Why of Love

3 VOLUMES

> Volume 1: The Doctrine of God
392PP Available only as a PDF

278PP by Michael Hill
£14.99

> Volume 2: Church and Ministry
444PP Still available in print

£14.99

> Volume 3: The Christian Life
236PP Still available in print

£14.99

£10.99

Is abortion ever right? Can divorced
Christians remarry? What about
euthanasia? Michael Hill provides
a simple and yet comprehensive
model of evangelical ethics—a
framework we can bring to every
aspect of our lives.

The Essence of Family
133PP by Kirsten Birkett

Broughton Knox was the Principal of Moore Theological
College from 1959 to 1985. These three volumes of
Broughton’s selected works capture his profound
biblical thinking and his skill at applying it to a wide
range of issues.
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£8.99

With historical, moral and spiritual
arguments, this book will help you
think more deeply about what ‘family’
means and what it really is. Why are
‘families’ of one kind or other an
enduring feature of human society?
Are we meant to live in families? And if
so, what type of families?
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Christian conviction books
The Essence of the
Reformation

The Everlasting God

292PP by Kirsten Birkett

For over 25 years, the
late Dr Broughton Knox’s
classic work of theology,
The Everlasting God, has
helped Christians to carefully
examine the profoundly
important subject of the
character of God.

187PP by D Broughton Knox£8.99

£8.99

Corruption in the church.
Political turmoil and intrigue.
A clash of new ideas and
ancient pagan religions.
Courageous and extraordinary
individuals. Doctrinal disputes
that were matters of life and
death. The Reformation made
our modern world what it is.
It provided the thinking and
beliefs that shaped intellectual and religious endeavour for
centuries to come, down to the present day.
Also includes bonus samples of the writings of some of the
Reformation’s key leaders.

The Everlasting God is one
of those mind-shifting,
life-changing books that
has become a classic that belongs in the personal library of
every Christian.
Dr Knox’s very helpful explanation of predestination and
‘free will’ is alone worth the price of the book.

One-to-One Bible Reading
Short Steps for Long Gains
32PP

£1.99

A helpful little booklet of 26 short Bible
studies (starting with A for Assurance
and finishing with Z for Zeal). Each
one is based on a Bible verse, with
half a dozen questions to stimulate
encouraging conversation and prayer.
It will by no means cover everything on
each topic, yet sometimes short steps
are the best way to make long gains.

A simple guide for every
Christian
112PP by David Helm

£5.99

One-to-one Bible reading can help
people in your life understand
more of God in a way that is simple
and personal, and that doesn’t
rely on getting them to a church
programme or event. But what
exactly is reading the Bible one-toone? Why should we do it? Who is
it for?

Short Steps for Long
Gains: Youth edition

Short Steps for Long
Gains: Family edition
32PP

One-to-one Bible Reading

£1.99

A is for Alive, B is for Bible, C is for
Christ…
This little book extends the ‘Short
Steps’ concept to families. It contains
26 short Bible studies for parents
to do with children. Do them at the
dinner table, at bedtime, in the car or
whenever the family is together.

10ofthose.com | 0330 2233423 (lo-call) |

32PP

£1.99

This Youth Edition goes from A to Z
with lots of stops along the
way, including G for Gossip, L for
Loneliness and S for Sex.
This is a really practical and useful
resource, whether you’re a parent,
a youth leader, or just a Christian
friend trying to help grow a
teenager you know.
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MiniZines 16 PAGES, 2-3 ARTICLES + DISCUSSION GUIDE
•	The naked truth
about porn
•	Sexual
immorality: some
thoughts from
Corinth
•	Avoiding the
traps of an online
world
•	Discussion guide

Purity in the Age of Porn

•	The very practical
doctrine of total
depravity
•	Be killing sin
or it will be killing
you
•	Throw off
everything that
hinders
•	Discussion guide

Totally Depraved

•	Trusting in
the dark
•	Dos and don’ts
when dealing
with the
downcast
•	Spiritual
depression: its
causes and cure
•	Discussion guide

Facing Depression Together

•	Social
involvement and
evangelism, part
1: Two strong
cases

Evangelism and Social Action

•	Social
involvement
and evangelism,
part 2: How they
relate

£1.50

“How can a young man keep his way pure? By guarding it according to your word”
(Ps 119:9).
The three articles in this MiniZine bring the truth of God’s word to bear on the
problem of pornography. They urge us to treat God’s good gift of sexuality with
respect, and to be honest and open with each other as we strive to honour the Lord
Jesus with all of our heart, mind and body.

£1.50

The less we know God, the less we truly know ourselves. It is hardly a surprise, then, that as our
culture has drifted further and further from God, the idea of ‘sin’ has also largely disappeared.
As Christians, we can’t help being affected by this cultural drift. We don’t like talking
about sin. But as the great Puritan John Owen said, Christians who don’t understand
the sin that still dwells within them are foolish and self-deceived and living “as
though they had no enemy to deal with.”
The articles in this MiniZine will help you get to know your enemy better.

£1.50

On average, one in five females and one in eight males will experience depression in
their lifetime.
This MiniZine is designed to help churches and Bible study groups talk about the
issues involved with facing depression and anxiety as Christians, and to reflect on
them from the perspective of God’s gospel.
These articles will encourage all involved to keep looking to God and acting with
grace and wisdom in the face of discouragement and despair.

£1.50

The Bible makes a strong case that we ought to be involved in our communities,
and offer physical and material help to those around us who are in need. But it also
teaches the centrality of preaching the gospel. How do these two strands of the
Bible’s teaching relate together? This MiniZine will get you thinking and discussing
the issues carefully and biblically.

•	Discussion guide

•	God’s plan
for work: The
cultural mandate
•	Vocation: What’s
that?
•	Work, value and
the gospel
•	Discussion guide
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God’s Plan for Work
£1.50

This MiniZine will help you to think through how your work fits in to what God
commands and equips us to do in this creation, so that you may glorify him in
everything. It addresses many of the tricky questions we have about ‘our calling’ or
‘vocation’, and the value of secular versus gospel work. It carefully explores what the
Bible says on these important issues.
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MiniZines
•	Diagnosing a sick
prayer life
•	The basics of
prayer
•	Praying in small
groups
•	Discussion guide

Help for a Sick Prayer Life

ALSO AVAILABLE AS PDF DOWNLOADS

£1.50

Paul’s noble friend Epaphras was always “struggling” on behalf of the Colossians in his prayers
(Col 4:12). Most Christians know what that struggle is like. Prayer is deceptively natural and
easy—a child can do it. And yet persevering in prayer is agonizingly hard. All long-term
Christians will testify to the many and various ways in which they fail in the struggle, and drift
into prayerlessness.
The three articles in this MiniZine will not suddenly solve the problem, or eliminate the struggle. But,
God willing, they will provide you with weapons, armour and a renewed courage for the battle.

•	Why we should
(minus the guilt
trip)
•	Why the Bible is
like a newspaper
•	The Swedish
method
•	Discussion guide

Reading the Bible

•	How to walk into
church

Loving Your Church

•	Becoming a
welcoming
church
•	How to be a
small group
member
•	Discussion guide

•	Can you know
the real Jesus?
•	Meeting the real
Jesus
•	Discussion guide

£1.50

The quaint expression ‘quiet time’ is rarely used these days. According to recent
surveys, it is also rarely practised. The once common habit of prayerful, daily Bible
reading is only too rare these days. What has happened?
By looking at the motivation for reading God’s word, and by dispelling some of
the misconceptions about how we should read it, these articles will renew your
enthusiasm for doing so. They will also provide you with lots of practical ideas for
making prayer and Bible reading a more regular part of your spiritual life.

£1.50

Do you love your church? We don’t mean: do you love the music, or the quality of the
preaching, or the architecture of the building? Rather: do you love the people God
has given you to meet with each week? And how do you show that love?
The three articles in this MiniZine not only challenge us to think about our attitudes
to church life, but also provide lots of practical ideas for becoming more loving,
caring and welcoming to those around us.

Meet the Real Jesus
£1.50

Will the real Jesus please stand up? Every year, someone releases a new book that
promises to peel back the veil of history and uncover the ‘authentic’ Jesus. But after a
while, you realize it’s yet another personal spin on one of the most intriguing people
in the history of the world.
This MiniZine will help you to see that the biblical accounts of Jesus’ life are the only
place to access the real information about him. It will challenge you to cut through
the rubbish by reading about Jesus for yourself.

•	The secret of
contentment

The Secret of Contentment
£1.50

•	Not keeping up with
“I have learned in whatever situation I am to be content” (Phil 4:11). Paul’s words
the Joneses: the
Christian practice of are starkly counter-cultural. We live in a society that’s constantly encouraging us to
becoming poorer
improve our situation at every turn—to seek wealthier wealth, healthier health and
•	Money and the
Christian
•	Discussion guide

sexier sex. Contentment has almost become a synonym for settling for second-best.
This MiniZine will help you discover (or rediscover!) the secret of contentment, and
will challenge you to a more radical way of living as you serve the Lord Jesus and the
people around you.
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Books for Christian thinking and living
6 tips for encouraging book reading
We all agree that reading a Christian book is helpful for your
growth as a Christian. But there’s a rumour going around that
people don’t read anymore.
Like many rumours, there’s some truth to it. There’s certainly recent
data that suggests the number of books people read is in decline—
perhaps a result of the growth of online reading.
But a survey conducted in 2015* found that Americans are still reading
12 books on average each year. Admittedly, the median is more like
4, and of course the number is influenced by educational level. But
either way, those figures hardly suggest “nobody reads books”.
So on the assumption that people can and do actually read books,
how do we encourage them to do so for their Christian benefit? Here
are some suggestions:
•	Regularly share with friends at church or in your home group
(either in person or on Facebook) about books you’ve read and
how much they helped you.
•	Read with people. Meet up regularly to talk about each chapter
together, or discuss it by email.
•	Promote the benefits of reading books—not just for general
brain development and thinking ability**, but for growing as a
Christian.
•	Publicly recommend faithful authors and good books. (Perhaps
even recommend a publisher?!) If most of your friends are not
keen readers, start with quite short and easy-to-read books
and work up to longer, meatier books—don’t start with Calvin’s
Institutes!

About Guidebooks
for Life
Guidebooks for Life is a series of
straightforward, practical Christian books from
Matthias Media that deal with the important nutsand bolts topics of the Christian life.

Faith
107PP by Bryson Smith 

Suffering Well
160PP by Paul Grimmond 

•	Pray for people’s reading: that God might help them persevere
and grow through it.

For newer Christians: Faith, The Book of Books, Right Side Up, Little
Black Books.

A Foot in Two Worlds
90PP by John Chapman 

** See: URL bit.ly/mmreadingbenefits
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£5.99

The Christian life is good—
really good. It’s a life of
forgiveness and freedom
and fellowship and joy.

For any Christian: The Thing Is, One Forever, Raised Forever, How to
Walk into Church, Guidance and the Voice of God, Keep the Faith,
Encouragement, Gospel Speech, One-to-One Bible Reading.
* “Slightly fewer Americans are reading print books, new survey finds”,
URL: bit.ly/mmreadingstats.

£8.99

Come with Paul Grimmond
on a biblical exploration
of what God wants us
to know about him and
about our world when it
comes to suffering. It is an
encouragement to do what
the Bible calls on us to do:
to be people who suffer—
and even die—well.

•	
Give books away—frequently and generously. Nothing says
more powerfully “I really believe this is worth you reading” than
you paying for it. So take advantage of quantity discounts and
occasional specials to buy multiple copies of books you think are
good for a wide range of people. Below is a list of Matthias Media
books we’d particularly recommend as giveaways. (We’ve tended
toward the shorter, less expensive books.)

For non-Christians: The Book of Books, Can We Trust what the Gospels
Say About Jesus?, The Essential Jesus, Hope Beyond Cure.

£5.99

Faith seems to play a pretty
big role in Christianity.
But what is it? In six short
chapters, Bryson Smith
takes us on a climb—a
climb to look out into the
magnificent wisdom of
God and understand faith
in all its glory. In the course
of this journey, we start to
grasp a picture of what a life of faith looks like
and why faith is more precious than gold.

But the Christian life can also
be genuinely hard. Sickness
and suffering still come
our way. Sinful habits from
the past still dog our steps.
Sometimes it feels like an endless grind. Why?
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Two Ways to Live: Know and share the gospel
Two Ways to Live: Know and share the gospel
stems from the conviction that every Christian
should know and understand the gospel
clearly, and be able to explain their faith
effectively when the opportunity arises.
However, the beauty of this course is that it
does not assume that every Christian will have
the same gifts or opportunities to share the
gospel. Participants spend some time looking
at what the Bible says about sharing the
gospel, and at the attitudes, motivations and
methods that should accompany it.

Training DVD 

£19.99

Leader’s Manual 

£4.99

Participant’s Manual (includes CD-ROM) 

£7.99

They learn not only what the gospel actually
is, but how to share it simply and naturally
with others.
This involves learning to adapt a basic gospel
outline to their own conversational style, and
practising this skill in different contexts. They
also spend time reflecting on the content and
theology of the gospel outline, through listening
to two talks (contained on their CD-ROM), and
discussing them in the group.

DVD

Leader’s
Manual

After this seven-week course, participants should
come away with:
•	a sound and thorough knowledge of what
the gospel is
•	the ability to share it with someone clearly
and naturally when the opportunity arises.

Participant’s Manual and
CD-ROM

Preparing Just for Starters
£9.99

82PP

Following up new Christians and
establishing them in the faith is an
important ministry well within the abilities
of most established Christians. As ‘fringe’
newcomers arrive at church, or as people
come to faith, it’s vital that someone gets
alongside them, establishes a relationship,
and teaches them about the basics of
being a Christian.
Preparing Just for Starters is a self-paced
course that trains people how to do just

that. It teaches them how to use the wellknown Just for Starters (see page 15) set
of basic Bible studies to follow-up a new
Christian.
The course contains a workbook and two
audio CDs. It introduces trainees to the Just
for Starters studies, explores the part they
can play in personal follow-up, and leads
them step by step through each of the
seven studies.
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Some of us really love our churches, some of us aren’t so
positive, and for many of us that feeling can change from week
to week.
This six-session program is about how to love your church
whether you’re feeling enthusiastic about it or not. It’s about
the mindset we take with us as we go to church each week,
and how that mindset is expressed in a multitude of ways, big
and small.
Over the six sessions of the course you will cover subjects
such as:

✓ your current attitudes towards church, and how
they are expressed

✓ what the Bible says about the meaning and
purposes of church

✓ what it means to love your church and the people
who go there

✓ how all of us can be engaged in ‘the ministry of
the pew’—an active, loving service of others,
before, during and after church.
Each session contains a mix of discussion, Bible study, video
input and prayer, along with simple exercises to help you put
the ideas into practice on Sunday.

The Six Steps to Talking About Jesus course is the simple way to
put talking about Jesus on the agenda of every Christian.
Think of the people around you: your family, your workmates,
the man at the newsagency, your neighbours. Is there a single
one of them who doesn’t need to be following Jesus?
Yet like so many Christians, do you feel uneasy about reaching out
to people? Perhaps you feel unsure about where to start and what
to say?
Six Steps to Talking about Jesus is a short course that goes back
to square one, and helps you make a start.
Over six interactive sessions you’ll look at:

✓ the core motivation for reaching out to others
✓ how to depend on God in prayer
✓ how to invite people to read a book or come to an event
✓ how to tell your own story of what God has done for you in
Christ

✓ how to explain the gospel of Jesus in a simple way.
training
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Training for everyone
IDEAL FOR

HOME
GROUPS
Six Steps to Encouragement is a basic and foundational
training course for all Christians. It’s about how to do the
basic ministry that God has given all of us—to encourage
other people, to speak God’s truth to them in love. Every
Christian can be a channel of encouragement to help change
the lives of those around them through speaking God’s
word to them—whether in a handwritten note, a casual
conversation, or a thousand other ways.
In Six Steps to Encouragement, participants learn the why
and how of personal encouragement through video input,
Bible study, practical examples, discussions and hands-on
exercises. The six steps of the course can be done over six
weeks, or in three longer sessions (of two steps each).
The six steps are:

✓ God the speaker
✓ God’s word changes us and others
✓ God’s fellow workers
✓ what to say
✓ how to say it
✓ the place of prayer.

For many of us, instead of regarding the Bible as “more to be
desired than gold” and “rejoicing the heart”, regularly reading
God’s word ends up in the same category as regular exercise:
a healthy chore we know we should fit in and that we benefit
from, but one that is hard to manage amongst everything
else and ends up slipping off the agenda. As the Lord Jesus
said of his sleepy disciples: “the spirit indeed is willing, but
the flesh is weak”.
Whatever your current Bible reading habits (or lack of them),
and whatever your level of knowledge and confidence, Six
Steps to Reading Your Bible will help you make progress in
getting into your Bible. The course is especially designed for
use in small groups, and utilizes a mix of video instruction,
fun skits, Bible study, discussion, practical exercises, prayer
and home assignments that will help you on the road to
establishing a new and more enjoyable Bible reading habit.
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Training for pastors and leaders
Wisdom in Leadership
496PP by Craig Hamilton 

£16.99

In Wisdom in Leadership Craig Hamilton shares what he has learned through many years of
being a student of the Bible and theology; a discerning reader of books on leadership; a
keen observer of life and the way things work; and a loving leader of the people God has
placed around him. His book is a goldmine of helpful insights for pastors and anyone else
with leadership responsibilities in their church. With 78 chapters covering an extensive range
of topics, this may well be the only book on church leadership you’ll ever need to read. Find
out more and see the full Table of Contents online at: matthiasmedia.com.au/wisdom-inleadership
“Reading this book won’t make Christian leadership easy. But it will make it easier. The strategies
and principles here won’t remove all frustration from Christian leadership. But they will make it
less frustrating. This book won’t solve every problem. But it will help you solve a whole bunch of
unnecessary problems that you really don’t need to face.” – Craig Hamilton, Author

Growth Groups
179PP by Colin Marshall 

£8.99

48PP by Colin Marshall

£4.50

Growth Groups is a practical and invaluable ten-week training program that grounds small
group leaders in the biblical principles and practical realities of preparing and leading a Bible
study group. Topics covered include: The strategy of Growth Groups; Preparing a Bible study;
Leading a Bible study; Answers about questions; The games people play; Praying in Growth
Groups; Gospel growth through Growth Groups; Leading for growth; and The healthy Growth
Group. Trainer Notes are also available to help the person running the course. The main manual
also serves as a stand-alone reference book.

Their God is so Big

No Guts No Glory

202PP by Stephanie Carmichael

£9.99

111PP by Alan Stewart

£4.99

No Guts No Glory shows you how
to build a youth group on solid
foundations—that is, a group based
on the gospel of Jesus Christ, and
a group that is all about making
disciples of Jesus Christ. It’s written
from the conviction that young
people can be changed as they
come into contact with this Jesus in
the living word of God.

A unique and indispensable
guide to teaching Sunday School
to young children (up to the
age of 8). It covers everything
from understanding the kind
of person you should be as a
teacher to comprehending the
rapidly changing stages through
which children pass.
This book is designed to be used
in three ways:
• as a practical, hands-on manual for Sunday School teachers
• as a course book for Sunday School teacher training
• as a resource book for Sunday School superintendents.
You’ll get valuable advice on preparing and delivering
effective Bible-based lessons, as well as reams of suggestions,
ideas and resources on everything you might face as a
teacher. There are also plenty of tips and information on the
mechanics of organizing and running a Sunday School.
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The 11 chapters of No Guts No Glory are ideal as the basis for
regular youth group leaders’ meetings.
They cover such topics as:
•	designing a successful
program
•	how to teach the Bible to
young people
•	relating to parents
•	making the most of games
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•	discipline
•	how to run successful
camps
•	dealing with sexuality
•	prayer
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Training for pastors and leaders
Saving Eutychus
176PP
by Gary Millar and Phil Campbell

The Trellis and the Vine
£9.99

Poor Eutychus might have
tumbled off his perch in Acts 20,
but it’s humbling to notice that
what took Paul many hours of
preaching to achieve—near-fatal
napping in one of his listeners—
takes most preachers only a few
minutes on a Sunday.
Saving Eutychus will help you save your listeners from such a
fate. Written by an Aussie and an Irishman with very different
styles who share a passion for preaching the gospel of Jesus
Christ, Saving Eutychus delivers fresh, honest, faithful and
practical insights into preaching the whole word of God,
Sunday by Sunday, without being dull.

120PP by Colin Marshall
£8.99

This book is about a sentence 40
years in the making. The sentence
is Phillip Jensen’s summary of the
preacher’s mission, gained from a
lifetime of biblical reflection and
practice:
My aim is to preach the gospel by
prayerfully expounding the Bible to
the people God has given me to love.
Join Phillip Jensen and Paul Grimmond as they explore each
phrase in this carefully wrought statement, and show not only
why faithful, powerful, biblical preaching is so important, but
how to go about it.

Going the Distance
284PP by Peter Brain

A book about the essentials of
Christian ministry that is both
solidly biblical and radically
challenging. Its key idea is that the
structures that support Christian
ministry (the trellis) very easily
swamp the real work of Christian
ministry (the vine)—which is
one person speaking God’s word
to someone else, in dependence upon the Spirit. Christian
ministry consists not only in this prayerful proclamation,
but in training more and more Christians in the convictions,
character and skills that make it possible. Find out more about
The Vine Project, the sequel to The Trellis and the Vine, on the
back cover of this resource guide..

Passing the Baton

The Archer and
the Arrow
148PP by Phillip Jensen and Paul
Grimmond

196PP
by Colin Marshall and Tony Payne £8.99

£10.99

As any minister knows, it’s easy to
‘burn out’ in ministry. Peter Brain,
an experienced pastor, explains
how to keep fit mentally, physically,
emotionally and spiritually for
the long-haul. An essential read
for everyone in Christian ministry,
either lay or ordained. Includes
discussion guide.
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£14.99

After the gospel itself, the greatest
need of the Christian church is to
keep finding and training people
who will faithfully teach the Bible to
both Christians and non-Christians.
This handbook is about recruiting
godly ministry-hearted Christians,
placing them under the guiding
hand of an experienced minister,
and giving them a two-year fullimmersion experience of working
for a church or related ministry.

Setting Hearts on Fire
230PP by John Chapman

£9.99

With over forty years of
experience, John Chapman is well
qualified to write a book on the
subject of preparing evangelistic
talks. He shows you step-by-step
how to prepare and deliver a talk
that clearly explains the gospel of
Jesus, suitable for delivering in a
specific context.
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Training for small groups

So Many Questions



DVD 

£16.99

Workbook 

£3.50

This easy-to-run, DVD-based course is ideal for small
groups, and in a series of short sessions will help you not
only know what to say in response to a range of common
questions from non-Christians, but also understand the
principles behind answering the three basic categories
of all apologetic questions. Presented by Tony Payne, Al
Stewart, Claire Smith, Paul Grimmond and Chris Braga.
The questions:
• How do I know God exists in the first place?
•	Discussing religion just divides people and causes problems!
If God is good, why is there so much suffering in the world?
•	You can’t trust what the Bible says—it’s been changed too
much over the years! Wasn’t Jesus just another great religious
teacher?
• Did Jesus really come back from the dead?
• Hasn’t science disproved Christianity?
•	No-one can claim to have ‘the truth’—everyone’s opinion is
valid. If the Bible is so clear, why can’t Christians agree on what
it says?
• Why is the Bible anti-gay?
• Can’t we just be good enough to please God?
•	Christians are just a bunch of hypocrites! Do you have to go to
church to be a Christian?

The Bible Overview
How to understand the Bible as a whole (and read it intelligently).
See page 26.
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What is The Vine Project?

Well, it’s a book, yes. But to call it a book doesn’t
quite capture what it is.
It’s a process. It has convictions and phases. It has a website.
And it certainly needs more than one person reading it for it
to be effective in a church. In fact, it doesn’t so much need
readers as leaders. Collaborators. Fellow workers.
It’s a sequel to The Trellis and the Vine from
Tony Payne and Colin Marshall.

£12.99

So what is The Vine Project?
We hope it’s a godsend.

For the latest information, see
www.thevineproject.com

